DESCRIPTION

This collection consists of one folder containing correspondence of John W. Anderson to S. Silverberg of San Francisco, California. The papers are related to the estate of Joseph Collingwood, pioneer Florence merchant who died in 1882. Anderson was the executor handling the probate. The collection also contains a legal document in Spanish which gave Anderson authority to sell a ranch in Sonora, Mexico.

1 Box .25 linear feet

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

John W. Anderson was an attorney at law practicing in Florence, Arizona in 1883. He left Arizona in 1898 for San Diego for his health but returned to Florence where he died on October 8, 1903.

ACQUISITION

Provenance is unknown.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was originally processed at the Historical Society and later reviewed by William Tackenberg under the supervision of Riva Dean in October 1997.